Fifteen Bridge-Year Program fellows departed for their
year of service abroad
see FEATURES / PAGE 3

Dull lyrics drag down new
Miley Cyrus album

Thirty first-year sailors find their sea legs in Tufts sailing program
see SPORTS / BACK PAGE
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Student Services makes major
infrastructural changes

TEDxSomerville
event to be held
at Tufts
by Miranda Willson
Assistant News Editor

surfaces such as catheters and building disposable devices for disease
diagnosis, he added. According to the
Tufts Now article, the researchers said
that inkjet printing is “one of the most
immediate and accessible forms of
printing technology currently available,” and advances can make printing
more useful for therapeutics, regenerative medicine and biosensing.
“The ability to print 3D biomate-

TEDxSomerville is hosting its third
TED talk event, under the theme
“Reinvent,” in two weeks in Cohen
Auditorium.
The event from the independent
Somerville TEDx chapter will feature
14 speakers from the Somerville area
on Sunday, Sept. 27 from 12 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. According to Devin Bramhall,
executive director of TEDxSomerville,
the free event is open to the Tufts community and the public, though seating
is limited.
“I see this event as a kind of platform for local people to hear the ideas
of other local people,” Bramhall said.
“It’s not just the Bill Gateses of the
world who have big ideas, but people
in smaller places have them, too.”
TEDxSomerville chose to hold the
event at Tufts because it serves as
an educational hub for the city of
Somerville, Bramhall said.
“Tufts is a place for ideas to foster
and grow, and that’s not a line,” she
said. “They’re a financial supporter,
but I mean that genuinely. It’s the perfect place to have this event. Tufts has
a diversity of ideas about clean energy,
personal growth, how to be a responsible leader in one’s personal and professional life, how to be an active citizen
and what that means.”
Alex Parks, the director of public
relations for TEDxSomerville, said this
year’s theme of “Reinvent” was selected in order to reflect the shifting culture and demographics in Somerville
over the last four to five years.
“It’s clear that the city is going
through an incredible transformation,” Parks said. “When you see green
tech organizations, developments like
Assembly Row, start-ups coming here…
these are changes Somerville has never
really seen before, and we thought this
would just be a fun year to talk about
reinvention given the transformation
of Somerville.”
Bramhall said the speakers were
selected based on the quality of their
ideas, not their academic qualifications
or background. Everyone who pitched an
idea, either for their own presentation or
for that of someone else, was given equal
weight in the selection process.

see SILK, page 2

see TEDX, page 2

Student Services updated their website, Student Life, as part of an effort to make information more accessible to students.
by Aaron Pomerance
News Editor

Tufts Student Services made several
changes to its infrastructure this past
summer, reflecting an ongoing effort
by the university to improve the quality
of assistance and advising provided by
Student Services.
According to Dean of Student
Services Paul Stanton, Student Services
has made changes in three different
areas: changing how space is used in
Dowling Hall, reorganizing staff and
their functions and updating the
Student Life website.

Recent construction in Dowling
Hall has moved all of Student
Services into the same space in the
building, with a service point at the
back right of the building and admissions in a separate area, Stanton said.
In the past few years, Dowling has
faced problems hosting the thousands
of students and parents that come
for admissions tours, according to
Stanton.
“Admissions has settled into
expanded space to create a more welcoming area for our prospective students,” Registrar of Arts Sciences and
Engineering and Student Services Desk

Manager JoAnn Jack said in a Sept. 8
email to the Tufts community.
The changes created new service
points that make passing information
between students, faculty and staff an
easier process, according to Stanton.
“This way we can ensure improved
traffic flow between Admissions and
Student Services,” Jack wrote in the
email to the Tufts community.
Stanton also said that Student
Services now staffs fewer people but
that the staff has a higher level of skill to
help resolve student concerns. Student
see STUDENT SERVICES, page 2

Tufts silk ink research leads to new medical
developments
by Marianna Athanassiou
News Editor

Biomedical and mechanical engineers from Tufts published research
this summer that could make inkjet
printing a more effective tool for synthesizing medical technologies, with
developments for a platform that
allows 3D printing for liquid silk.
The study, published on June 16
in Advanced Materials online, examined silk inks that contain biological

Sunny
84 / 62

molecules such as enzymes, antibiotics, antibodies, nanoparticles and
growth factors, according to an article
on Tufts Now.
The outcome of the study has a
variety of applications for the medical field, according to one of the
researchers, Fiorenzo Omenetto, associate dean for research at the School of
Engineering. A few of the most important applications include new possibilities for printing biological compounds
from silk inks, printing on unusual
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Tufts researchers advance research on silk inkjet printing
SILK

continued from page 1
rial systems for medical devices, or
to generate tissues, all that are biocompatible and safe, offers an important step forward in inks useful for a
range of medical needs in 3D printing,” researcher David Kaplan, Chair
of the Department of Biomedical
Engineering, said.
The process of silk ink printing
includes taking silk fibers and melting them down into a liquid suspension, then controlling the way that

silk can go from liquid to solid form,
Omenetto said.
“The issue is that you have to fine
tune the ink solution by making the
liquid the right characteristics in order
to be printed,” he said. “Once that
happens, because silk is biocompatible and degradable over time, printing
could go in a million directions.”
The potential applications for this
research extend beyond the biomedical fields. According to Omenetto,
there are also general health benefits
that could follow from this research,

such as developing biologically safe
food handling for the food industry. A
2011 New York Times article reported
that previous silk research conducted
by Kaplan and other Tufts researchers
yielded technology capable of monitoring whether food items are expired
or safe to eat.
The researchers for this study,
in
addition
to
Omenetto
and
Kaplan, include BME Ph.D. students Rod R. Jose and Joseph
Brown; Katherine Polido, a masters student in ME; Benedetto Marelli, Miaomiao

Yang and Bo An of the Department of
Biomedical Engineering; Hu Tao, former post-doctoral researcher in the
Omenetto lab; Serdar Onses and John
Rogers from the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign; and Chair of the
Department of Biomedical Engineering
David Kaplan, according to the Tufts
Now story.
Omenetto said the research team
will continue its research on the field
of 3D printing and expand to smart
fabrics, bacteria sensing and collaboration within the industry.

Student Services changes include updated website and more streamlined processing
STUDENT SERVICES

continued from page 1
Services’ now streamlined approach is
designed to help make finding the right
person easier.
An aggregation of different student affairs departments, Student
Services can be defined as the transaction-related side of student life,
Stanton said.
According to Jack, the way Student
Services functions with the other
student affairs groups is now much
more integrated. Students can now go
to Student Services for questions or
advice about financial aid, bills, classes, scholarships and other administrative concerns.
“[Student Services is now the] one
stop for administrative stuff, so you

can move on with your lives as students,” she explained.
Jack said that Student Services is
now looking at the student from a
holistic perspective at the administrative level, creating more personal relationships with the student body.
According to Stanton, it was only a
matter of time before the last change
— the updated Student Life website
— came to fruition. The new website
lists key questions on the homepage to
make navigation and searches easier,
and it is much more accessible on a
phone, he explained.
Stanton and Jack explained that
Dowling is now used differently in
terms of infrastructure than it was when
it opened in 2000. There are fewer students coming in with issues in person

,and more administrative work is done
online, they said.
“The whole idea
behind
Dowling,
which was designed
15 years ago, was to
blur the boundaries between student
affairs,
advising,
student services and
so forth,” he said.
According
to
Stanton, the changes that were made to
Student Services are
a “win win.”
“It makes for [a]
better service model
for us,” he said.

RAY BERNOFF / THE TUFTS DAILY

Undergraduate Admissions took Student Services’ previous position in Dowling Hall.

Thirteen TEDxSomerville speakers to present topics of local interest
TEDX

continued from page 1
“Anyone can apply to be a speaker,” she said. “We’re not looking at a
resume. We’re looking at what the idea
is and how much you have researched
it or thought about it. You don’t have to
be a 50-year-old multiple graduate to
have a really important idea to share.”
She added that the members of
TEDxSomerville look for a broad array
of speakers, considering gender, race
and age in the candidates they select
for each event.

Pa t r i c k
He l l e n ,
one
of TEDxSomerville’s co-hosts, said the
presentation will follow the normal TED
Talk format, with each presenter speaking for between 10 and 15 minutes.
College students in general can
especially benefit from being exposed
to the ideas featured in this event, he
added.
“It sounds cheesy, almost like a bad
graduation speech, but when you’re
18 or 19, you can literally go in any
direction to make money, be successful or whatever,” Hellen said. “Most

people screw it up at first, [and] there
are the jerks who figured it out right
away. I think these talks are examples
of people who either screwed up at
first and then figured it out or did the
right thing.”
Parks said the event was made possible by a list of local partners and
sponsors who donated food, venue
space and other necessary elements.
“Instead of asking for money [from
local sponsors], we asked for specific
resources we needed to get the event
done,” he said.

Parks added that everyone who
works for TEDxSomerville is a volunteer, devoting time to this event in
addition to a separate, paid job.
Bramhall said she hopes the event
will excite people as much as TED Talks
excite her.
“I kind of geek out about this stuff,”
she said. “It sounds naïve and idealistic,
but I’m really inspired by things I don’t
understand and have never thought
about before. To be able to offer that to
other people…I want to inspire them,
too, the way I get inspired.”

The Tufts Daily is looking for talented writers,
designers, photographers and editors —
for the print edition and online!
Talk to us at the Activities Fair today!
— or —
Come to our General Interest Meetings:
Monday 9/21 @ 9:00
Wednesday 9/23 @ 9:30
Barnum 008
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Inaugural Bridge-Year fellows depart in high spirits

COURTESY JESSYE CROWE-ROTHSTEIN

The Tufts Bridge-Year Service Learning Program provides students with a year of community service opportunities before they begin their academics at Tufts.
by Nina Joung

Assistant Features Editor

As pre-orientation students and staff
roamed the campus in late August, a
different orientation was beginning for
15 new members of the Tufts community. These students are the inaugural
class of the Tisch College’s 1+4 BridgeYear Service Learning Program, a gapyear program unveiled in February
2014. As members of the 1+4 program,
these students dedicate the first eight
to nine months of their Tufts careers to
learning and volunteering at various
service sites abroad.
The program selected three international locations this year, in partnership
with three host organizations: Amigos de
las Américas in León, Nicaragua, United
Planet in Madrid, Spain and Global
Citizen Year in Santa Catarina, Brazil.
This is a change from an earlier plan
for the program; according to a Nov. 19,
2014 article in the Daily, students would
also have the option of working at several domestic locations.
The inaugural class’ projects
will include community health and
nutrition in Nicaragua, child development and education in Spain and
wildlife preservation or organic farming, as well as social entrepreneurship
projects in Brazil, according to their
website biographies.
Dean of Tisch College Alan
Solomont explained that the 1+4 program recognizes the value of a structured gap year as a way to prepare students for success in college and in life.

“Tisch College is thrilled to be
spearheading the Tufts 1+4 program,
which will have a tremendous impact
on our students and on the communities where they are living,” he told the
Daily in an email. “Through service
work, reflections, leadership development and community immersion, our
Fellows will return to campus with
newfound insights, knowledge and
perspectives that will strengthen their
academic studies and our university
community.”
According to Tufts 1+4 Program
Administrator
Jessye
CroweRothstein (LA ’05), these 15 fellows were
selected through a written application
and an interview process. This ensures
that each student is placed into a service
project and location that matches their
interests and experiences, she said.
The program costs $33,000, a figure
that includes housing, transportation,
meals, a monthly stipend and Tuftsrelated activities, but Crowe-Rothstein
noted that all students are encouraged to participate, regardless of their
financial need. Students who apply are
eligible for Tufts financial aid, according to the program’s website.
“One of the main goals of the program
is to ‘democratize the gap’ and make this
an opportunity that all Tufts students
can take advantage of,” she said.
Program participants must be U.S.
citizens or permanent residents due to
visa restrictions, according to the program’s website.
Crowe-Rothstein said she designed the
program’s orientation to be filled with

typical community-building activities
for first-years, such as painting the cannon, as well as participating in intensive
workshops and panels to prepare them
for the challenges ahead.
These sessions, led by Tufts faculty
and staff, covered topics ranging from
cultural adaption to blog-writing tips,
according to Crowe-Rothstein. The fellows also attended two sessions of
the required academic writing course
that they will be taking online throughout the year, which is intended to allow
them to reflect on their experiences
abroad and integrate their service with
academics, Crowe-Rothstein said.
Crowe-Rothstein also said the students were able to form close friendships with one another during the orientation program.
“I was so impressed by the group
of students we had and how quickly
they bonded … and how well they were
able to take in [the information] and
really support one another,” CroweRothstein said. “When you have a
group of 15 strangers, you never know
what the social dynamics will be like.”
In addition to the on-site support
from the service organizations, the
fellows receive a wide range of support from the school throughout their
time abroad. According to CroweRothstein, the fellows will have weekly
Skype meetings with her, along with
interacting with their professor of the
writing course and other Bridge-Year
fellows through the online class.
According
to
Crow-Rothstein,
she also will be in communication with

the host organizations in order to help
with any issues that arise. Once the
fellows return to Tufts, there will be
a post-service capstone retreat that
will allow students to focus on reintegration, reversing culture shock and
learning how to apply their experiences abroad to their college experience,
she said.
While the fellows just left for their
respective sites, the program is working
closely with the Center for Information and
Research on Civic Learning & Engagement
to evaluate what the Tufts 1+4 program
can improve upon for next year.
According to Crowe-Rothstein, new
developments are already underway
for the future of the program. The
program staff has added a domestic
location in Washington, D.C. and is
currently looking for service partners
there, she said.
One fellow, Daniel Lewis, who
is located in Santa Catarina, Brazil
working on the social entrepreneurship project, described the orientation
experience and his feelings towards
going abroad in the 1+4 program blog.
According to Lewis’ post, he left orientation in high spirits, feeling prepared
to begin his abroad experience.
“These past seven days have had
more laughter, friendship and growth
than should be physically possible,” he
wrote in the blog. “Now, we are thousands of miles away from each other,
but with only a week’s worth of living
together, we are all still in each other’s
hearts … Now comes the hard part,
now comes our part.”
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MINI-COURSES FALL 2015 COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Online Registration: https://secure.touchnet.net/C21525_ustores/web/index.jsp

Register by September 24th. Classes Begin Week of September 28th
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Wednesday, Sept. 16th

11:30 am-2:00 pm
Dowling Hall Room 745
5HSUHVHQWDWLYHVIURPRYHUWZHQW\¿YH
programs will be in attendance.
All majors and class years welcome!
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Find out more at: http://go.tufts.edu/studyabroad

YOGALATES
Monday 6-7pm
Instructor:
Sharon Graves
Movement, alignment, breathing and awareness
with yoga poses using rings and stability balls.
All levels. $60
Jackson Gym

STRONGWOMAN Tues & Thurs 5:15-6:15pm
Instructor: Marten Vandervelde
Circuit exercises with hand weights, balance drills,
abdominal work for women to increase bone
density & muscular strength. $110
Chase Gym

CARDIO & CORE
Wednesday 6-7pm
Instructor:
Sharon Graves
Cardio training with steps, lunges, exerises with
hand weights, bands, rings, core & stability balls
All levels. $60
Jackson Gym

STAFF/FACULTY YOGA
Wednesday 12-1pm
Instructor: Pam Gaither
Poses that strengthens relaxes & heals the body. A
class for any yoga student. Staff & faculty only.
All levels. $60
Tisch Sports Center

SPINNING
Monday 6:30-7:30pm
Instructor: Sara Folta
Spinning on stationery bikes with popular music
& energy to develop cardio system.
All levels. $60
Tisch Sports Center
SPINNING "EXPRESS" Wednesday 8:00-8:30am
Instructor:
Amy Piantedosi
Spinning on stationery bikes with popular music
& energy to develop cardio system.
All levels. $60
Tisch Sports Center
SPINNING (Students Only) Wednesday 5-6pm
Instructor: Jennifer Gewant
Spinning on stationery bikes with popular music
& energy to develop cardio system.
All levels. $60
Tisch Sports Center
ZUMBA
Monday 5:30-6:30pm
Instructor:
Daniella DiDiego
Exercise through dance movements with vibrant
and energetic music.
All levels. $60
Tisch Sports Center
Krav Maga -Self Defense
Thursday 5-6pm
Instructor:
Yankel Polack
A self defense system developed in Israel based
on street fighting, boxing and wrestling skills.
All levels. $60
Jackson Gym

POWER YOGA
Instructor:

Monday 12-1pm
Elliott McEldowney

Class combines heat, breath and movement
for an energizing & intense experience.
All levels. $60
Jackson Gym
POWER YOGA
Tuesday 7:30-8:30am
Instructor: Elliott McEldowney

Class combines heat, breath and movement
for an energizing & intense experience.
All levels. $60
Jackson Gym

FLOW YOGA
Tuesday 5:30-6:30pm
Instructor: Pam Gaither
Various poses that strengthens, relaxes & heals
the body. A class for any yoga student.
All levels. $60
Tisch Sports Center
POWER YOGA
Instructor:

Wednesday 12-1pm
Elliott McEldowney

Class combines heat, breath and movement
for an energizing & intense experience.
All levels. $60
Jackson Gym

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Register by September 24th.
Online Registration:
https://secure.touchnet.net/C21525_ustores/web/index.jsp

sTudeNT checKiNg

take the train

& BANK ON
sTArT ON The righT TrAcK wiTh
sANTANder sTudeNT checKiNg

No MoNthly Fee • No MiNiMuM BalaNce* • MoBile BaNkiNg
NO Fee FOr dOmesTic TrANsFers ThrOugh ONliNe BANKiNg
deBiT mAsTercArd® • coNveNieNt atMs

RECEIVE a $25* Bonus WhEn You opEn a
StudEnt ChECkIng aCCount and add gREat FEatuRES

santanderbank.com/studentbanking

santanderBankus

@santanderBankus

Santander student checking is available for full-time and part-time students age 16 through 25 years old who are attending a college, university or other undergraduate level school. Proof of enrollment required.
* To qualify for cash bonus: (1) open a new Santander student checking account ($10 minimum deposit) and a companion Santander savings account ($10 minimum deposit), or have a preexisting savings account by
November 30, 2015; (2) enroll in Online Banking at account opening; (3) request a Santander® Debit MasterCard® (“Debit Card”) at the time of account opening or link a Santander Smart Card to your new account, (4) provide
a valid email address at account opening, and (5) make 5 purchases with your Santander Debit Card ATM card or have a direct deposit. The 5 debit card purchases or direct deposit must be made within 60 days of the last
day of the month in which the account was opened. The account will be credited within 75 days from the last day of the month in which the account was opened. One bonus per customer. The annual percentage yield (APY)
as of 6/5/2015 for Santander Student Savings is 0.03%. APY is subject to change at any time including after account opening. Fees may reduce earnings. Students who currently have a personal checking account or who have
had a personal checking account with Santander Bank in the last year are not eligible for this offer. Cannot be combined with other personal checking offers. Offer available only to U.S. residents. Santander team members
are not eligible. Offer expires 11/30/2015. This bonus will be reported as interest on Form 1099-INT in the year received.
Santander Bank, N.A. is a Member FDIC and a wholly owned subsidiary of Banco Santander, S.A. ©2015 Santander Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Santander, Santander Bank and the Flame Logo are registered trademarks of Banco
Santander, S.A. or its subsidiaries in the United States or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. MasterCard is a registered trademark of MasterCard International Incorporated.
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THEATER REVIEW

Huntington triumphs with production of ‘A Little Night Music’

Costumes and acting are standout attributes
by Rachel Sheldon
Contributing Writer

What’s old is new again this season in
the Huntington Theatre Company’s production of Stephen Sondheim and Hugh
Wheeler’s “A Little Night Music.” Directed
by Peter DuBois, this classic musical, set
in turn-of-the-20th-century Sweden, follows the romantic intrigues of characters
whose lives intersect in scandalous ways.
“A Little Night Music” first premiered on
Broadway in 1973 and has been rethought
and revived countless times since. The
highlight of the show is Sondheim’s gor-

tors, who are never
explicitly
named,
guide the audience
through the twists
and turns of the main
characters’ romantic
exploits, seeming at
once omniscient and
directly involved in
the action. While at
times the narrators
sit directly amid the
activity onstage, at
other times they are
removed from the
action and comment
from the boxes on the
sides of the theater.
At the top of the
show, the stage is set
with large steamer
trunks from which
various pieces of
the set emerge. As a
scene change occurs,
T CHARLES ERICKSON COURTESY HUNTINGTON THEATRE COMPANY
dozens of feet of airy
of a blockbuster production of "A Little Night Music."
fabric emerge from
geous score, written entirely in the form of one of the trunks and ascend slowly to
a waltz. Songs such as “Send in the Clowns” the ceiling, as if by magic. These ethereal
and “The Miller’s Son” have become staples elements of the set, combined with the
of musical theater repertoires, performed classic turn-of-the-century furniture and
everywhere from high school music recit- costumes, lend an air of grandeur and
als to star-studded Broadway benefits. The illusion to the show. As with the characters
challenge, therefore, in reviving “A Little themselves, not all is what it seems in “A
Night Music” lies in how to make the pro- Little Night Music.”
duction fresh to audiences who know the
Though all of the actors in the show
show well.
performed their roles to near perfection,
The show opens with five impeccably the standouts were Morgan Kirner as
dressed narrators who set the scene and the young bride, Anne Egerman; Lauren
transport the audience into the glamor- Molina as the jaded Countess, Charlotte
ous world in which they are to spend the Malcolm; and especially Haydn Gwynne
next two and a half hours. These narra- as the glamorous actress, Desiree

Armfeldt. Kirner, a senior at the Boston
Conservatory, sparkled onstage as she flitted about in a frothy pink nightdress, the
very picture of youthful spirit and beauty.
Molina provided a scathing wit that left
audience members clutching their stomachs in laughter. When the two women
sang together in “Every Day a Little Death,”
the contrast in their appearance nicely
underlined the dichotomous natures of
their characters. Stephen Bogardus as the
aging romantic lawyer Frederik Egerman
gave a remarkable performance, and his
rivalry with the pompous Count CarlMagnus Malcolm (performed with hilarious gusto by Mick McGowan) provided
excellent comic relief.
But the real reason to go see “A Little
Night Music” at the Huntington is for the
magnificent performance of Gwynne as
Desiree Armfeldt. A role that has been performed by the likes of Jean Simmons, Judi
Dench and Catherine Zeta-Jones, Desiree
is a complicated mix of sensuality and
vulnerability. She carries the show and
drives the plot forward — it is a tremendous role to take on, even for the most
experienced actresses. Gwynne’s presence
onstage was impossible to ignore, and her
heartbreakingly honest rendition of “Send
in the Clowns” gained an impressive and
extensive ovation.
The actors’ portrayals of these classic
characters are refreshing and wonderful to watch. And while director DuBois
remained true to the original intentions of
the Sondheim and Wheeler show, his interpretation is of a more intimate kind, with
the overall effect being one of enchantment.
The show runs at the Huntington
Theatre through Oct. 11. Tickets are $20
for students.

VIDEO GAME REVIEW

‘Mad Max’ video game provides wild but forgettable ride
by Isaac Brown

Contributing Writer

Bristling with rusty spikes, a car surges
forth on a burst of nitrous oxide, pushing one bandit vehicle out of the way and
firing a harpoon into another, which pulls
its front door clean off. A greasemonkey,
Chumbucket, reloads the harpoon. The
next hit throws the bandit driver out of
his seat, sending him flying. A shot from
a sawed-off shotgun to the remaining
enemy’s fuel tank turns it into a fireball
that spins gracefully through the air for
a moment before colliding with a rock.
Max, the same action hero from the “Mad
Max” films (1979-2015) and the hero of
this game, drives on unfazed, his unforgiving stare fixed on the sandy wastes in
front of him.
Moments like these are what make
the “Mad Max“ video game stand out
from the many open world games that
focus on either shooting things (such
as “Watchdogs” and “Far Cry 4,” both
released in 2014) or sword-fighting
(“Shadow of Mordor” (2014) and this
year’s “The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt”). In
“Mad Max,” the primary weapon is a car,
named the Magnum Opus, and the primary motivation for progression in the game
is upgrading the machine from a chunk
of steel that handles like a three-legged
moose to an armored gunnery platform mounted on a drag racer. Similarly
to “Assassin’s Creed” (2007-present),

“Mad Max’s” storyline takes the player from one quest hub to another, where
they must scout out the surrounding area
and drive to whatever activities they’d
like to embark on, from taking out enemy
bases and convoys to disarming minefields and pulling down enemy structures with the Magnum Opus’s harpoon.
Though formulaic and potentially repetitive, the quest hub system fulfills its
purpose of providing players with a large
number of quests while leaving them free
to choose how much or how little content
they want to experience.
As “Mad Max” was developed by
Avalanche Studios, which is also the “Just
Cause” series (2006-present) developer,
this reviewer could immediately see where
their experience with creating beautiful
open worlds and glorious explosions
carried over into “Mad Max.” Amazingly,
the developers were able to make an
ocean of sand and rock into a wonder
to behold. There is also definite care put
into the game audio, with excellent voice
acting for all of the main characters and
satisfying combat sound effects. Even
noises like two cars slamming into each
other at high speed or the roaring of their
engines are clear and believable.
The “Mad Max” game’s few innovations, namely vehicular combat, are
dragged down by an abundance of dull
mechanics, such as a hand-to-hand combat system that mostly involves using just
the left and right mouse buttons when

prompted. Enemies attack one at a time
for the most part, and their blows are
clearly telegraphed so players have ample
time to respond.
The game attempts to compensate for
the simplistic combat by sending hordes of
enemies to overwhelm you, making combat on foot extremely tedious. Progressing
through the game does not unlock additional mechanics like elaborate combos to
spice things up; Max’s upgrades are mostly
statistics boosts like improvements to his
health or upping the damage dealt by his
punches. The storyline itself, like that of the
films, is forgettable and takes a backseat to
the action. For an open world game, much
of the progression is limited to the point

that it starts to feel like walking a linear
path. The result is an enjoyable but predictable experience that is fun for 20 to 30
hours but forgotten soon after.
This open world formula is becoming
as familiar to us as the “Call of Duty” franchise (2003-present), and it’s difficult to
lavish praise on a game for doing what has
already been done but with more polish.
Avalanche played it safe with this title,
resulting in much of this well-executed,
uninspired game coming off as, in the
words of Immortan Joe (Hugh KeaysByrne) from this summer’s “Mad Max:
Fury Road,” “Mediocre!”
“Mad Max” is available now on PC, PS4
and Xbox One.

BAGOGAMES VIA FLICKR CREATIVE COMMONS

"Mad Max" shares visual grandeur with its source material but lacks engagement.
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Miley Cyrus creates fresh, risky album in ‘Miley Cyrus & Her Dead Petz’
by Eran Sabaner

Contributing Writer

Miley Cyrus is the ultimate example of what the term “guilty pleasure”
means to millennials. Since the premiere
of “Hannah Montana” (2006 – 2011),
which will turn 10 next March, Cyrus
has been simultaneously criticized and
admired by our generation. When the
show premiered, it was critiqued for not
living up to the standards of previous (and
much-loved) Disney shows like “Lizzie
McGuire” (2001-2004). In spite of this
initial negativity, however, “Hannah
Montana” was ultimately a success, earning high ratings and racking up several
Teen Choice Awards over its four-season run. Similarly, some thought Cyrus’
2009 singles “Party in the USA” and “The
Climb” were too corny, yet both songs
continue to play on mainstream radio
stations. We still talk about the absurdity
of Cyrus’ 2013 MTV Video Music Awards
performance and her music video for
“Wrecking Ball” (2013), but we seem to
forget that her album, “Bangerz” (2013),
has sold 4.5 million copies worldwide
and was named one of the best albums of
2013 by Rolling Stone magazine.
This year, Cyrus has continued to find
herself a much-discussed figure. Her
advocacy for LGBTQ rights and comments on gender fluidity have pushed her
public image further still from her naive
Disney persona.
With “Miley Cyrus & Her Dead Petz,”
Cyrus’ surprise release this August, the
pop star ensures she will be buzzed about
for a while yet. Collaborating with the
psychedelic band The Flaming Lips, Cyrus
aims to introduce psychedelic pop music
to the mainstream public. The album is
self-released and most of the songs are

written and produced by Cyrus herself, and this creative
autonomy is apparent throughout the
album. Cyrus kicks off
“Dead Petz” with the
unexpectedly amusing “Dooo It!” Surely
the lyrics “Yeah I
smoke pot / Yeah I
love peace” sound
shallow and perhaps
immature, but the
mashup of psychedelia and pop is in fact
quite refreshing.
The Flaming Lips
also leave a noticeable
imprint
on
“Miley Cyrus & Her
Dead Petz,” especially in the second
track, “Karen Don’t
SCOTT SHARPE VIA MCT
Be Sad.” This ballad Though “Miley Cyrus & Her Dead Petz" is packed with filler, the album has a few standout tracks.
is reminiscent of the
band’s songs “Yoshimi Battles the Pink combination is disastrous. The ongoing, The final two tracks, “Pablo the Blowfish”
Robots” (2002) and “Do You Realize?” (2002). out-of-tune guitar cords in “Something and “Twinkle Song,” end the album on a
Miley Cyrus’ voice works well with the about Space Dude” give the song a nerve sweet note — though they do not seem to
nostalgic feeling of “Karen Don’t Be Sad,” -wracking feel, and songs like “Fweaky” jive with the overall feeling of the album.
which feels like it belongs in the ’60s. The and “Bang Me Box” seem like an effort to
It is difficult to come to a definitive
song is, however, mired by its dull and cli- commemorate the “Bangerz” era, but they conclusion about “Dead Petz,” because
chéd lyrics. In fact, the whole album suf- also sound way out of place.
the album is so inconsistent and disorfers from poorly written lyrics. Either they
That being said, there are songs that do ganized. There are surprisingly worthare ridiculously explicit and childish — as reach the psychedelic-pop glory of “Karen while tracks that could become crossevidenced by “Fuckin Fucked Up,” “Bang Don’t Be Sad.” The instrumentals of “Tiger over hits, but the filler songs and the
Me Box” and “I’m So Drunk” — or they are Dreams” featuring Ariel Pink are mesmer- lazy lyrics make the album far from a
simply bland like those in “Karen Don’t Be izing, and Cyrus’ trippy vocals in “Cyrus classic. Perhaps if certain tracks were
Sad” and “Evil Is But A Shadow.”
Skies” make the song a psychedelic clas- eliminated, the album would feel more
Another major setback of “Dead Petz” sic. With its powerful, atmospheric string nuanced. Still, Cyrus should be praised
is its length. A whopping 92 minutes long, arrangements, “Miley Tibetan Bowlzzz” for taking risks and introducing a lessthe album inevitably has many misses resembles a Moby song. “I Forgive Yiew” er-known genre to mainstream popular
and filler tracks. In “Fuckin Fucked Up,” carefully blends pop, trip hop, dance and music. Few acts since the Beatles have
Cyrus talks to a tedious hip hop beat. The psychedelia, creating a delightful effect. managed to do the same.

ALBUM REVIEW

‘So There’ gives Ben Folds fans more of what they love
by Josh Podolsky

draining). Few opuses bring on the water
works and the giggles like Folds’ canon.
“So There” breaks down into two disBen Folds’ new album, “So There” tinct parts. The first is the punky, dorky,
— his first solo release since Ben Folds honest music that Folds has been crankFive temporary reunited for 2012’s “The ing out for years. The latter half conSound of the Life and the Mind” — sists of the three movements of Folds’
opens with the words, “What is this?” “Concerto for Piano and Orchestra,”
In a way, this question is the thesis of which he composed for the Nashville
the entire work (and, arguably, of all Orchestra. Hardly a stranger to takof Folds’ work). The singer-songwriter ing risks with his music, Folds pushes
has made a career of creating what he boundaries by including his Concerto
calls “punk rock for sissies,” music that alongside his more traditionally Foldsian
is often brutally honest in its satire, works on “So There.”
painfully blunt in its criticisms and, on
The album begins with “Capable of
occasion, emotionally engaging (read: Anything.” In this track, a light, echoing piano riff builds
as
other
instruments — strings and
winds provided by
yMusic (the classical-pop group that
collaborated
with
Folds on much of
this album) and percussion — join it in
staccato fits to fill in
every moment of the
song. Things smooth
out for the chorus,
and the strings take
the lead in the second verse with long,
CHENMEISTER64 VIA FLICKR
draws.
Ben Folds worked with classical-pop group yMusic on much lethargic
of his new album, "So There," which includes a concerto he The contrast is not
wrote for the Nashville Symphony.
reflected in the lyrical
Executive Arts Editor

content of the song, as Folds continues
his exploration of the song’s title. For
Folds, “capable of anything” is not just a
phrase of encouragement: “And I’m sure
they meant / You could be president /
Or you could just forgive me,” he sings.
The vocal harmonies in this song are
true to form for Folds, and the song has
in spades the pep and irreverence for
which he is known.
Folds breaks the malaise of the first
three tracks with “Long Way to Go,” giving listeners a reprieve from the more
introspective, ballad-like style of the
preceding pieces. Soporific horns and
piano, punctuated with snare drums and
bass, combine to tell a meandering, quasi-meta story. The song counts down to
its own end, with Folds pronouncing
“Yeah, we’ve got just five minutes” at the
beginning of the five-minute song (and
so on and so forth).
With “Phone in a Pool,” Folds lets
himself get funky, allowing the bass and
drums to stand out in front of the other
instruments for long sections of the
song. The singer talks about a night that
gets slightly out of control, which turns
out to be part of a larger trend; “Seems
what’s been good for the music / Hasn’t
always been so good for the life.” A whining guitar rounds out the chorus and
gives the track a lazy-day feeling.
The innuendos really fly with “F10D-A,” which is, in no uncertain terms,
one elaborate sex joke (say the name

quickly a few times). “F10” starts out
innocuously enough, but it is easy to see
the fast one Folds is pulling here. This is
the song that an 11-year-old would write,
and listeners’ inner middle-schoolers
will have a ball giggling along to it. The
song, even more so than “Long Way to
Go,” is so unexpected among the otherwise emotionally hard-hitting material
on “So There” that it just works in a way
that is embarrassing to admit.
“I’m Not the Man” closes out the first
half of the album, ending the journey
with a return to Folds’ more introspective side. “There could be fewer days
ahead than gone,” Folds repeats in the
chorus, as he examines the man he is
today and compares himself to the Folds
of the past. The song is melancholy in
every way, from Folds’ laden voice to the
fervent strings in the background and
the incessant high hat.
Despite Folds’ bleak conclusions
about himself, fans of his music will
adore his new songs on “So There.” Few
musicians can produce such honest,
dark music back-to-back with songs
that cause listeners to laugh at the fact
that they are laughing — to say nothing
of the original concerto at the end of
the album. “So There” is a whirlwind of
a record, transporting listeners all over
the map of Ben Folds’ repertoire and
taking them into uncharted territory.
This is a journey that many will be glad
they took.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by
Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
Crossword

DOWN
1 Like some
eclipses
2 One of three Hells
Canyon states

SUDOKU

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

NYEPN
©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.

BOMMA
MISWHY
By C.W. Stewart

3 Square things
4 Kayak mover
5 Night before
6 Distress signal
7 “Whether __
nobler ...”:
Hamlet
8 Ukrainian port
9 Stops
wavering
10 Dinnertime TV
fare
11 Snow runner
12 Ages and ages
13 Place to start a
hole
19 Cheer from the
crowd
21 Steep-sided
valleys
24 Wendy’s side
25 Maniacal
26 Military outfit
27 Private
instructor
28 Square things
29 Like many a
dorm room
31 Half a dance
32 Party organizer
33 Did one’s part?
34 Admonishing
response to
“Mine!”

Check out the new, free JUST JUMBLE app

ACROSS
1 Respectful title
4 Gnocchi sauce
9 First occurrence
14 Keats’ “__ to a
Nightingale”
15 Stay away from
16 With 61-Across,
Sri Lankan
product
17 Pool user’s unit
18 Sweet sherry,
e.g.
20 “__ Road to
Glory”: Arthur
Ashe history
22 Lip
23 Unbeatable hand
27 Hat worn with a
kilt
30 “Romeo and
Juliet” city
31 Laundry slide
33 __ Spumante
36 Here, to Henri
37 Album array
38 It happens four
times a year ...
and also in this
puzzle’s circles
41 Comes to the
point?
42 Have title to
43 Long basket, in
hoops lingo
44 Clear the board
45 Daze
47 Only article in a
U.S. state capital
name
48 Square-bodied
family autos
52 Burlesque wraps
54 Dot on a map
55 Pre-holiday mall
indulgence
61 See 16-Across
62 Parenthetical
remark
63 Piece of cake
64 Tach reading
65 Package sealers
66 Decorative
pitchers
67 Critter in
Egyptian art

JUMBLE

Monday’s Solution

9/16/15

Tuesday’s Puzzle
Solved
Monday’s
Solution

FEDDIE

Yesterday’s

©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

35 Spanish finger
food
37 Tubular pasta
39 MBA hopeful’s
test
40 Took a dip
45 Struggle
46 Old-time
broadcasters
48 Crone
49 Extreme
50 Some execs
51 Passport image

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: SWOON SPURN DOODLE IGUANA
Answer: He was explaining to the climber that being a
sherpa had its — UPS AND DOWNS

9/16/15

52 __ one’s time:
wait
53 Soda machine
inserts
55 Nocturnal flier
56 NATO founding
member
57 Chihuahua
complaint
58 Handle without
care?
59 Reuben bread
60 Slogan ending?

Late Night at the Daily
Reena, 7:44 p.m. on Tuesday: “Sorry. I’m a little bit
drunk...Wine with dinner had to be a thing. But I’m
totally with it!”

Non SequitUr
By Wiley

Upcoming Events

Our World To Make: A Public Talk with Ved Nanda!
September 26th, 3:00-5:00pm!

!

The Practice of Dignity: What it Means Today!
Meenakshi Chhabra, Peter Stearns, & Gail Thomas!
October 24th, 1:00-5:00pm
RSVP	
  at	
  ikedacenter.org	
  |	
  617-‐491-‐1090	
  	
  
396	
  Harvard	
  Street	
  |	
  Cambridge,	
  MA	
  02138	
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Rosh Hashanah
September 13–15
Yom Kippur
September 22–23

2015/5776

ROSH HASHANAH

• A Jewish Journey: A Walking Discussion
with Rabbi Jeffrey Summit
3:00 pm | Meet at Hillel Center
Wear comfortable shoes.

T U E S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 5 , 2 0 1 5
• Conservative Egalitarian Service
9:00 am | Hillel Center

S U N D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 3 , 2 0 1 5
• Reform Service
6:30 pm | 51 Winthrop Street

• Lunch Following Services
Approximately 1:30 pm
Hillel Center | FREE

• Conservative Egalitarian Service
6:30 pm | Hillel Center

• Break-the-Fast Dinner
7:25 pm | Hillel Center
With all of your favorites!
$15 Online registration required.

YOM KIPPUR

• Dinner
7:30 pm | Hillel Center
$15 Online registration required.

T U E S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 2 2 , 2 0 1 5
• Pre-Fast Dinner
4:45 pm | Hillel Center
$15 Online registration required.

M O N D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 4 , 2 0 1 5
• Conservative Egalitarian Morning Service
9:00 am | Hillel Center

SUKKOT
B E G I N S W E D N E S D AY,
SEPTEMBER 27, 2015
• Services and Activities
Please visit www.TuftsHillel.org for a
complete listing of services and activities.

• Reform Service
6:30 pm | 51 Winthrop Street

• Reform Service
10:00 am | 51 Winthrop Street

• Conservative Egalitarian Service
6:30 pm | Hillel Center

• Lunch
12:30–2:30 pm | Hillel Center
$7 Online registration required.

WANT AN ALTERNATIVE EXPERIENCE?

W E D N E S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 2 3 , 2 0 1 5
• Reform Services
10:00 am | 51 Winthrop Street

• Tashlich–Shaping the Year to Come
3:30 pm | Meet at Hillel Center
and walk together to the Mystic River

SEPTEMBER 13–23, 2015
Looking for an alternative to services as a way
of connecting during the High Holy Days?
Students will be creating a third space for yoga,
music, writing and learning during the holidays
this year. Drop-in for as little or as much as you’d
like, and make the holidays a meaningful start to
your year. Times and locations to be announced.
For more information or to be on our email list,
email Rabbi Jordan at jordan.braunig@tufts.edu.

6:30 pm | Yizkor and Neilah
51 Winthrop Street

• Conservative Egalitarian Evening Service
7:00 pm | Hillel Center

• Conservative Egalitarian Services
9:00 am | Hillel Center

• Dinner
7:45 pm | Hillel Center
$15 Online registration required.

5:45 pm | Yizkor
Interfaith Center (58 Winthrop Street)
6:00 pm | Neilah
Interfaith Center (58 Winthrop Street)

Tickets are required to attend meals. Buy holiday meals quickly and easily!
www.tuftshillel.org

CONSTITUTION
DAY

SEPT. 18TH
Breed Memorial Hall
51 Winthrop St

HOW THE CONSTITUTION SHAPES

NOON

THE AMERICAN SAFETY NET: ONE

With a Q&A afterwards

FAMILY’S STRUGGLE

WITH SPEAKER

ANDREA
CAMPBELL
Arthur and Ruth Sloan Professor of Political Science

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Head of Political Science Department
AUTHOR OF:

TRAPPED IN AMERICA’S SAFETY NET

LUNCH

PROVIDED
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Monday September 21:
Tuesday September 22:
Wednesday September 23:
Thursday September 24:
Friday September 25:
Monday September 28:
Tuesday September 29:
Wednesday October 30:
Thursday October 1:
Friday October 2:

10 am – 5 pm
12 pm – 8 pm
9 am – 5 pm
12 pm – 8 pm
9 am – 4 pm
10 am – 5 pm
12 pm – 8 pm
9 am – 5 pm
12 pm – 8 pm
9 am – 4 pm

All Sessions in the Mayer Campus Center Room 112

RESERVE YOUR SPACE NOW AT
www.ouryear.com (Enter Tufts Code 267)
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EDITORIAL

Murdoch’s acquisition of National Geographic
raises concerns
In an age when so many people, especially students, read the news on their
phone screens rather than finding the
time to flip through print pages, it is
no surprise that magazines and businesses that were too slow to go digital
have suffered immensely over the past
few years. Thus, it wasn’t too surprising when it was announced last week
that the non-profit society that runs
National Geographic decided to sell 73
percent of the company’s media assets
to a for-profit company after almost a
decade of declining sales and subscriptions. What was shocking was who they
decided to sell it to: Rupert Murdoch.
For those of you who can’t place
the name, Rupert Murdoch is one of
the most powerful behind-the-scenes
players in the media world. He controls
the massive conglomerates 21st Century
Fox and News Corp, which are parent
groups for everything from Fox News,
to the Wall Street Journal to Harper
Collins. The issue with his acquisition
of National Geographic becomes evident when one looks into Murdoch’s
non-aligning personal views on topics such as climate change. In July of

last year, The Guardian published an
article titled “Rupert Murdoch doesn’t
understand climate change basics and
that’s a problem,” which dissected various inaccurate quotes Murdoch has
made on the issue. They also accused
him of frequently spreading misinformation and inadequately covering climate change in both personal interviews
and across his media empire. For example, Fox News employs reporters, such
as Charles Krauthammer, who blatantly
deny the existence of climate change,
and as the Huffington Post reported last
year, science journalist Michael Moyer
was explicitly told by Fox News not
to speak about the topic when on air.
According to the Huffington Post, the
company has also reported that climate
change is a scam and a hoax that results
from numbers fabricated by NASA.
It is apparent that these actions deeply
clash with a major purpose of National
Geographic: to spread awareness and
appreciation about nature and the environment through deep and innovative
journalism. The magazine has long been
a cultural icon that has brought its readers to the most astounding places on

the globe, and it is the curator of some
of the world’s most revolutionary photographs. While it is still too early to
tell how this change in ownership will
alter the magazine’s content, it begs the
question: when should a media outlet’s
service to the public be compromised
in order to survive financially? There are
fewer and fewer independently run news
organizations that don’t operate under
the overt political agenda of some individual or group, and this is something we
as consumers and producers of journalism need to be constantly aware of.
People may say that if you are doing
good work, it doesn’t matter where the
money comes from. However, it seems
quite unlikely that Rupert Murdoch
would write off climate change with one
hand and spread awareness of it with
the other, especially as the conversation
becomes increasingly mainstream. The
news media — otherwise known as the
fourth estate — can influence everything from our laws to our opinions, and
it is imperative for us to acknowledge
that jeopardizing their integrity can
have long-lasting effects on our understanding of what is around us.
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OP-ED

Mind the Gap
by Audrey Falk
The matriculation ceremony for this
year’s incoming freshman class was certainly a warm embrace, if you will. The
quest for a diverse “mosaic,” in admissions-speak, had been completed. We, the
melting new members of the Class of 2019,
were like hot tiles, fit together and at last
glued down to the Tufts ground. Our jagged
edges and vibrant colors made way for one
another and created a fascinating array
of perspectives and backgrounds. Diverse,
yes, we were also now one, together forming Tufts’ 160th undergraduate class.
In his matriculation address, the congenial Lee Coffin, Dean of Undergraduate
Admissions, drew from the earnest words
of the students sitting before him to illustrate the wide-ranging experiences that
had brought them here. My classmates’
applications contained truths, questions
and a shared desire to learn more about
themselves and their world. I couldn’t
help but listen keenly for a hint at my own
story. Soon I realized: no, I could not claim
a refugee past, nor a dairy farmer father. In
fact, I hadn’t even applied to Tufts among
this eclectic group of individuals. Being
a member of the Class of 2019 was relatively new for me; after graduating from
high school in 2014, I decided to embark
on a gap year that would forever alter the
course of my life.
Fast forward: orientation has ended
and life around me is settling. The heat
is subsiding, routines are adhering and
students are acclimating to life alone and
together. It is all sinking in, and with a
moment to reflect I have a strong conviction: my gap year impacted my life for the
better, and it’ll impact my years at Tufts for
the better, too. Conversely, I feel bolstered
by the breadth I’ve experienced and at

one with the fact that the world is utterly
confusing, complex and unpredictable.
I am aware that this experience, while
grounding, was made possible by way
of my privilege; this understanding has
given me a keen conscience of the myriad
identities that I embody. Undeniably I
have harbored new doubts and criticisms
of the status quo, but also fervent hopes,
comforts and, most of all, questions. With
these tools, progress will be possible and
change, inevitable as it is, will be welcome. I urge those who come next to look
inward and envision something…different. To explore what life is and what it can
be for themselves and their fellow humans
a town or a continent over.
Arriving to this conclusion wasn’t
necessarily easy. It felt like I’d traversed
not only a continent but a lifetime since
deferring my enrollment to embark on a
gap year. After spending two semesters
in various South American countries and
societies, returning to what was supposed
to be “normal” life in the United States
felt like the most upending shock of all.
In the days before arriving at Tufts, I had
to process my impending transition even
more so than when I’d moved in with a
family in rural Ecuador. When I went away,
so did my expectations. I learned to live
in the moment, wake up to the squawk
of a rooster at sunrise each morning with
gratitude, communicate politely that I’d
like less rice at dinner and look critically
at myself and the life I led through discussion and writing. With the year ahead an
unwritten book, college came to seem my
most remote and foreign destination. At
times I had felt my experiences created a
distance between my peers and me that
perhaps only I felt, like the same poles of
a magnet gently but firmly barred from
connecting; after all, I had come back

with an entirely new view of my world, my
country, my privilege and my self, thanks
to the independence, challenge and multitude of snakes that had colored my time
abroad. Who would be able to relate?
The feeling of being an outsider in
my own class at Tufts was brief, and not
only because the heat was quickly sapping my attention span. The reality is
that everyone has forged their own wildly
unique path leading to Tufts, and this is
what brings the campus alive. Living in
South America for the past academic year
taught me to revel in the unfamiliar and
to wholly launch into personally uncharted territory, especially when change lay
ahead. Optimistic uncertainty is an attitude I’ve adopted, and I’ve come to relish
the possibility it holds. Through all of the
challenges and subsequent growth and
happiness I’d experienced, I too learned
that there is a place for a genuine and
honest self anywhere. We are fortunate to
attend a university that seeks truth from
nature and community through programs
like TWO and the 1+4 Bridge Year Service
Program, but a word to my fellow students
(and myself): don’t overlook the beautiful
mosaic walking with you, even if it might
be settling into the background of normalcy like your morning walk to Carm.
As the occasional blessed breeze blew
some relief my way on the Academic Quad,
so did the reminder that I was ready. The
sensation was reinforced as the memories,
songs and chants of my past week of TWO,
Tufts Wilderness Orientation, flooded back
into mind. This particular pre-orientation
trip was appealing mainly because it stirred
just a little bit of uncertainty in me; I sensed
a challenge. It turned out to be a 5-day
encapsulation of the values that made my
gap year so pivotal. The energy of the TWO
community, palpable from the moment

I drove up to campus, was infectious; the
songs and traditions that came to connect
us like a human knot were magnetic; the
simplicity of moving onwards with no sense
of time nor direction was freeing. When the
ascent seemed insurmountable, the rocks
and tree roots hostile, the companionship
of the group fostered acceptance and perseverance. The accountability of both leading the group and exploring the path alone
inspired self-discovery and some very offkey singing. What mattered most to me
about my gap year, and TWO as well, was
that it wasn’t easy but bore pure and simple
happiness. Facing fear and risking failure
make that which isn’t easy much more
familiar, comfortable and conquerable.
Conversation and query brings to light the
possibility of surmounting even our deepest-rooted obstacles, because once faced,
they aren’t so daunting anymore.
On the nine-hour bus ride from Tufts
to Vermont (no, this doesn’t compute),
I thought back to a certain trip in a
Bolivian taxi. Indigenous cumbia music
screeched from the CD player, windshield
adornments jingled, and the passengers
crammed inside swayed as the decadesold van struggled across a shallow river
and up a rocky slope. Halfway to the top
of the bend, the vehicle came to a halt. I
looked at the driver and then out the window at the incredible landscape, remote
and mountainous, gray and green. Many
worries might have been appropriate at
this time, starting with: who would possibly resuscitate this janky van all the way
out here? But instead of feeling anxious, I
felt calm. Sometimes it’s best to appreciate
the scenery and see what happens next.
Audrey Falk is a first-year student who
has yet to declare a major. She can be
reached at Audrey.Falk@tufts.edu
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Where’s the carnitas?
by Austin Bryniarski
Yale Daily News

In early September 2012, one intrepid reporter for the Bullblog announced to
the world that Chipotle was coming to New
Haven. The arrival was met with great pomp
and at least one Twitter account, which showcased a certain Yale student’s passion for tortilla-wrapped, fast-casual fare (looking at you,
@DanAtChipotle). Chipotle’s more than 1,700
locations in college towns and urban centers
cater to a demand for convenience and tastiness that people love, myself included.
A lot of Chipotle’s success comes from
their offering up what they call “Food with
Integrity.” They like to think they provide an
alternative to the restaurants that give fast
food a bad rap by sourcing foods from local
producers, cooking with “natural,” whole
ingredients and mandating that meat suppliers prioritize animal welfare. In an industry
where McDonald’s has been slumping after
a year of declining profits, millennials have
been flocking to companies that espouse
sturdy values and social responsibility.
Chipotle’s vow last spring to completely rid their menu of genetically modified
organisms has been one of the core tenets of

their Food with Integrity mantra. To people
in the know, this was a big deal; most corn
and soy ingredients that are the building
blocks of fast food in the United States
are genetically modified. But this month,
a class-action lawsuit out of the Bay Area
challenged Chipotle’s claim to be “G-MOver it,” characterizing the publicity campaign to nix GMOs as misleading. The suit
argues that Chipotle still sells GMOs and
that the restaurant uses its conscious-capitalism marketing to bilk people.
What does this suit tell us?
For one, it shows how terms like “GMOfree” and “natural” are hard to define. While
the buffet of ingredients at every chain — the
tortilla, the guac and everything in between
— might not contain GMOs, the grain-based
feed that your pig ate was likely GM, since
nearly all animal feed is. That doesn’t necessarily make your carnitas GMO, though. And
the high fructose corn syrup sweetening your
Coke? That’s likely GM as well — legally speaking, beverages may be exempt from Chipotle’s
claim that all food is GMO-free, so long as beverages are not considered “food.” If anything,
the struggle to banish GMOs from Chipotle’s
business activities is indicative of a food system dependent on genetically modified crops.

The case raises important questions about
the ethics of food labeling and corporate
social responsibility at large. By feeding GMOs
to the pigs they raise, Chipotle is still complicit
in an industrial food system that gives way to
the gamut of environmental problems that
come with large-scale agriculture. The altruistic aura surrounding the company’s impeccable branding is worth interrogating, and
this lawsuit is right to point out that Chipotle’s
use of intentionally vague words like “natural”
— which have no solid legal definition — can
confuse consumers and make them think
they’re eating something they aren’t.
But Chipotle also has a track record that
does show at least a little integrity. This
past summer, upon finding out that a pork
supplier was not up to the more stringent
standards that Chipotle demands of its producers, the restaurant stopped serving pork
at a third of its restaurants nationwide. On
its website, the restaurant explained, “When
faced with a choice between serving conventional pork in some of our restaurants or
nothing at all, we chose to not serve carnitas
at all.” The idea that a supplier that failed
to comply with Chipotle’s standards flew
under the radar is concerning to be sure, but
it’d be more concerning if Chipotle swept

this under the rug. By not serving anything
at all, Chipotle served a strong message.
Chipotle is a business (guac costs extra),
and their social responsibility is part of their
bottom line. The Food with Integrity campaign is first and foremost an ad campaign,
but it’s also having effects on the way food
companies operate. Following the GMOphaseout announcement, McDonald’s
announced it would phase out sourcing
animals raised with antibiotics. Flashy as
the changes Chipotle make may be, they are
still having a domino effect on the industry.
Perhaps a frivolous lawsuit in reaction
to Chipotle’s claims, then, is misplaced.
As far as food companies go, Chipotle is
doing a better job than its competitors,
and the sheer fact that they’re discussing
these topics can provide case studies
for competitors to emulate and for the
public to critique. And at the end of the
day, it’s important to remember that
Chipotle is a business — the bottom
line is the main concern. Animosity is
better directed toward the flimsy rules
and underlying structures that permit
companies to administer unrestricted
amounts of antibiotics or grow and sell
GMOs in the first place.
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publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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Sailing

First-years gain valuable starts
in opening weekend
by Alison Kuah

Executive Sports Editor

The two best skippers and the two
best dinghy crews for Tufts competed at
the 43rd Annual Harry Anderson Trophy
hosted by Yale this past weekend. They
finished 15th out of 18 teams in their season opener.
“As an A team, this was our first big
regatta, our first high-level intersectional,”
senior tri-captain Caroline Atwood said.
“We set goals for ourself for the regatta
and we fell a little short of those goals, but
we’re optimistic that we’re able to execute
them in the future.”
The Jumbos boast a completely new
lineup after graduating their A teams
from last year, with juniors Scott Barbano
and John Rolander at the helm for the
A Division and B Division, respectively.
Atwood and junior Natalie Danziger also
competed at the Harry Anderson Trophy
this past weekend.
“It’s a pretty young team, and [this is]
the first time we’ve really tested ourself
against the competition, [which] was hard,
and something that we’re definitely working to improve on in the future,” Atwood
said. “We’ve competed [in] inter-conference regattas, and we’ve done lots of sailing for Tufts. This is just our first time
competing against the best of the best in
this sport.”
Tufts competed in 15 races across the
two divisions, with the A team finishing
10th in their division and the B team finishing 15th in their division. The A team
recorded a second-place finish in the 13th
race en route to compiling a score of 150,
while the B team won the fourth race en
route to their 181 score. The scores combined for a total of 331 for 15th place —
just two points behind University of South
Florida, who finished with 329.
With the Jumbos split up at eight regattas this past weekend, most of the firstyear sailors gained some valuable experience that will help develop the strength of
the team’s roster as the season progresses.
“I think that our biggest strong suit
with this freshman class will be our
depth,” Atwood said. “We have a huge
class and we’re going to be able to send
them to all sorts of regattas, and they’re
all going to get really good over the weekends, come back and be able to practice
against all of us. [This will] make us much
stronger as a team, and also [sharing
with] their own class what they learned
over the weekend is going to be huge,
pushing us forward as a team.”
Ken Legler, the head coach of the sailing team, also places emphasis on the
importance of weekend competitions
for the team’s growth. He sends weekend-in-review emails on Sunday nights,
which recap the high and low points of the
week before addressing the aspects that
the team needs to work on for the coming
week of practice.
“We take Monday off, and on Tuesday
we reconvene as a whole team for practice and put into practice all the things
we learned over the weekend,” Atwood

said. “One of the things our freshmen are
going to get a lot of exposure to is starting
in a college regatta. It’s a very different
skill, and there’s really no way to train
for it before you get here, so the learning
curve is going to be huge for them. [But]
once they get it, it’s going to be awesome
because they can practice with us on the
same level.”
Tufts was also seventh out of 15 at
Maine Maritime Academy’s Penobscot
Bay Open on Saturday and Sunday. The
A team consisted of senior skipper Casey
Gowrie and junior crew Caroline Ambros,
while the B team consisted of junior
skipper Alex Tong and sophomore Lara
Dienemann.
Additionally, this past weekend saw
the Jumbos fleet team — comprised of
three sailors that focus primarily on big
boats — qualify for the New England Fleet
Championships in three weeks.
“If [the Jumbos fleet team does] well
there, they’ll move forward onto nationals, [and] we won the nationals in 2012,”
Atwood said. “We have a freshman on that
boat who’s really promising — just a really
persistent group of individuals on the boat
together and we have a lot of good hopes
for them.”
According to Atwood, many of the firstyears have already begun showing their
potential in the first regattas.
“I think a prominent freshman to
watch is Cam Holley; he had a very strong
showing this weekend at his event,”
Atwood said.
First-years Holley and Ian Morgan were
on the A boat that won at Roger Williams
this past weekend, while classmate Jack
Bitney and sophomore Emily ShaleyRoberts were on the B boat.
“The upperclassman team that was
with us definitely helped show us what
it’s all about, [showed] us how it’s done
[and introduced] us to college racing, so
it definitely helped to have those older
guys there with us and kind of lead the
way,” Holley said. “Once we got on the
water, it didn’t really matter. It wasn’t a lot
of pressure, it was like go out and sail and
do your best.”
The A boat finished in first place with 45
points, just two points ahead of Johnson
and Wales University’s A boat. Tufts ended
the regatta in second place overall, losing
by a narrow margin of one point to host
Roger Williams University.
“It was kind of a bummer that we
missed winning overall just by one point,
but it’s nothing to complain about,” Holley
said. “I think we have a very strong and
competitive freshman class, and I think
that hopefully I, along with many of the
other freshmen, can push each other and
make each other better so that by the
time we’re upperclassmen and it’s our
time to step up to the big races, we’re all
ready for it…and have good chemistry. We
have a bunch of great upperclassmen, so I
think it’s just about bettering the freshmen
team right now. We all come from different
areas, we all have different experiences,
we all know different things so I think it’ll
be a really good thing for us.”
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Men’s Soccer

Tufts shuts out Colby 2-0 in
season opener with early goals

Evan Sayles / The Tufts Daily

Tufts midfielder Nathan Majumder eyes the ball in preparation for a header in the 2-0 season-opening victory against the Colby Mules on Sept. 12.

Golf

Jumbos look to improve in time
for NESCAC qualifiers
by Catherine Worley
Contributing Writer

In their first tournament of the fall
season, the men’s golf team finished
ninth out of 20 teams this past Saturday
and 13th overall on Sunday at the par71 Williams Invitational at the Taconic
Golf Club.
On the first day, junior Owen Elliott
led the team, shooting three-over par for
a score of 74, finishing in the top 10 of all
players. Tufts finished with a combined
score of 309 after the first day.
“The forecast for the weekend was
supposed to be rainy, [and] it [did
rain] a little on Saturday,” Elliott said.
“But on Sunday, surprisingly, the rain
held off, [though] it got kind of windy.
The team played great on Saturday, I
would say higher than expectations,
and we were hoping to roll that into
Sunday, but with the higher winds, we
struggled a bit.”
Besides Elliott, sophomores Aaron
Corn, Shane Visram and senior co-captain
Brendan Koh all performed admirably and
all shot under 80 to score for Tufts.
“[Corn] played in a lot of the events
last year…but he was our five guy,”
Elliott said. “This year he’s really stepped
up, and he is our three or four guy [now].
He played great this weekend. Shane
[also] played well enough to qualify this
week, and he had a great first round.”
Elliott’s strong performance continued through the invitational’s second
day. He led the team on both Saturday
and Sunday, and ultimately, his 74-76150 score allowed him to tie for seventh
individually with four other players.
Trinity first-year Will Rosenfield finished
the tournament with a two-day score of
143, after finishing one-under par on the
second day.
Elliott was the only Jumbo to score
under 80 on Sunday. Corn scored second for Tufts overall, posting a score of
158. Senior co-captain Jay Wong was Tufts’
second-best scorer on the second day
when he finished with 80, and the team
eventually compiled a two-day total of

632 strokes, behind eventual champion
Trinity’s two-day score of 601.
Despite dropping in the overall standings on the second day, the Jumbos
should take comfort in the fact that
when the NESCAC qualifiers are played
at the Taconic Golf Club in three weeks,
they will already be familiar with the
course. This weekend’s invitational also
allowed the newer players to get a feel
for the course and they now have time
to adjust their play for upcoming competitions.
“[Our performance] was decent, but
[there is] room for improvement,” Koh
said. “[This weekend’s performance]
acted as an early indication on areas of
our games that needed improvement
and shots we need to work on for the
course.”
Coach Bob Sheldon recently left his
position as head coach of the golf team
in order to concentrate on basketball,
where he’s also at the helm. Because of
this move, former assistant coach George
Pendergast was promoted to head coach
of the golf team. Koh has worked with
Pendergast since Koh’s first year at Tufts
and has absolute confidence in the new
head coach’s leadership ability and direction for the golf team.
“We have not reached our full potential yet, and we will keep practicing until
we get there,” he said.
The team will be competing in the
Duke Nelson Invitational at Middlebury
College on Sept 19., followed by a oneday tournament on Sept. 20. NESCAC
qualifiers begin Oct 3., and the team is
hoping to have a good showing at the
tournament after falling short of making
the playoffs last year.
Though the team’s goal this fall is to
do well in the qualifiers, Elliott is also
looking toward another, perhaps less
high profile event this season.
“I’m excited for our first home match
on Sept. 23 at Franklin Park,” he said.
“It’ll probably [be] the only time in my
Tufts career where people will be able to
come to the event, so hopefully there’ll
be a good turn out.”

